If you'd like to follow my footsteps and visit some of Britain's best cities in just five
the location in one of my favourite neighbourhoods of London just make this one a winner!

Not that any hostel was actually bad – they were all clean, quiet and very welcoming; the
close to the vintage shops around the Grassmarket. My pick: the Acai bowl, the Tahiti
really close to the hostel, just a stone's throw away from the Royal Mile and conveniently

The SILVER guided tour takes you on a ride in a whisky barrel that walks you through the
Royals this is definitely for you, but even if you are, like me, a little sceptic about
since then has been made accessible as a museum in the Port of Leith. If you're into the
couldn't think of a better way to get to know Edinburgh.

get an overview and hear some local stories from the audio guide. On a sunny day, I
read more about the tour

In general though, the hostel has a prime location for sightseeing, vintage shopping and
to the Royal Mile and down again on the other side.

While 24h were barely enough to scratch the surface of York, I had to move on the next day

Where to eat/drink:

However, with so many tourists frequenting the town centre, it is not always easy to tell

Exploring the lanes:

impressive town wall which leads around the centre and makes for a great walking tour.

that York is basically England's chocolate capital and 6 million Kit Kats are produced
common? Well, they're all made of chocolate, but they are also all from York! Did you know

and walked the longer way along the old city walls, but being able to walk home at night
points for views in my books. Some of the rooms even have a view onto York Minster! The

Where to eat & drink:

The Cinema Museum:

Strolling around Kensington:

in the social areas, so it really is a mixed crowd – which btw. also counts for the age

Although the Safestay London Holland Park is really big with 351 available beds and is a
from the mentioned sights, it is also very close to the Northern tube line which is

Safestay London Elephant & Castle

Safestay Hostels

BRING IT ON!

Edinburgh, undeniably three of Great Britain's most gorgeous cities. The first Safestay
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